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How often does a man covet something that belongs to his wife? “Not often,”
would be the reply of most sensible, red-blooded males. But with Patek Philippe’s
new Annual Calendar for women, things could change. QP’s ‘Montre des Femmes’
section continues with another sugar-sweet taste of hardcore horology.
Maria Doulton

The white-gold ref. 4936 (£17,500) features a rare black Tahitian mother-of-pearl dial while the yellow-gold case is paired with a more traditional white
mother-of-pearl dial (£16,750). The softly tapered lugs embrace straps in either luminous grey or champagne.
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Further information: Patek Philippe Salon, 15 New Bond Street, London W1S 3ST. Tel: 020 7493 8866, www.patekphilippe.com

